Concrete initiatives
The economic crisis is getting worse and it is spreading more and more. Soon also
people and social categories that are still better will suffer it. Also in the more
developed countries.
At the same time, war risks and useless consumption compared to the regeneration
capacity of nature are going up. If we go on like that, in a few years we will need two
planets. And all this happens to satisfy the excesses of a minority and to let starve
the overwhelming majority.
This is reality of the present and the logical forecast for the future. All social and
economic data lead to this outlook. For decades work has been exploited and wealth
has concentrated in few hands. The result is impoverishment of the masses and the
decrease in consumption of essential goods.
Money isn’t everything, but for thousands of years it’s necessary to live. To bear
consumption and to go on realizing profits, people have used debt by lending money
to the same people to which it has been withdrawn. Now we are at the end of the
cycle. To believe in something else is pure illusion.
National states and their international organisations haven’t been able to avoid the
crisis and they aren’t able to solve it. They haven’t been able to avoid wars, but on
the contrary they have wanted them. They have supported and still support those
who have more and they have oppressed those who have nothing, almost
everywhere. These are hard facts.
To modify this reality we don’t need many words, neither complicated speeches, but
clear choices and shared by the overwhelming majority of people.
It’s useless protesting. We need to get information and to act. And above all those
who are in worse life conditions should do it, by realizing the causes because of
which things are like that, while they could be otherwise.
The only way to weather the crisis is to redistribute equally wealth and eliminate
exploitation of labour. It’s not impossible. It’s necessary, possible and just to do it.
We must work all, let work in a productive way, let those who work take part in the
risks and in the results of production and acknowledge a just payment for the done
work: a minimum to everyone for the responsibilities they take on, a share in
proportion to the personal results and a part of the total results. This is the only
solution to let people who live bad live better without letting people who live better
live bad.
To modify the probable forecasts a government directly elected by all the
inhabitants of the planet and a world people’s currency are necessary.
The Republic of the Earth (www.asmad.org) is the democratic system of the
inhabitants of the planet that want universal peace and equal distribution of wealth.
It’s the worldwide government elected directly and at the same conditions by all
people that are at least sixteen years old. Only this way peoples will be able to have
the authoritativeness to establish peace without violence.
Politics isn’t something abstract, but the way people organize society. Political
choices must be done for the general wealth and not for a minority. The Republic of
the Earth is the only concrete, real and possible answer to obtain this result.
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Especially now that all human relations, not only the economic ones, are globalized
and concern everybody.
Dhana (www.dhana.org) is the currency with real value issued on behalf of workers,
which is assigned in equal parts among all the inhabitants od the placet: one
hundred Dhana to those who are at least sixteen years old.
Dhana is guaranteed since the issue by capitals of enterprises for a nominal value
equal to one gram of fine platinum per Dhana. Nowadays, one hundred Dhana have
a value equal to about 2,857 euro or 4,116 dollars.
Dhana is divided into one thousand Kana-Dhana. It is issued in 1, 5, 10, 50, 100
Dhana and 1, 5, 10, 25, 50, 100, 250 and 500 Kana-Dhana denominations.
The Dhana code is DHX. Dhana can be used in unforgeable notes or with the systems
www.akadahana.org, www.gandhana.org and www.kyberpay.org.
Not more than one hundred Dhana per recipient plus five percent to be addressed
exclusively to humanitarian initiatives. This issue limit will cause rapidly an increase
in value of Dhana until eighty times (soon one hundred Dhana will have a value
equal to 200,000 euro or 300,000 dollars). As a consequence of the increase in value
of Dhana, the basic monetary unit will become Kana-Dhana, one thousandth of
Dhana. The actual equal redistribution of wealth starts by Dhana.
Republic of the Earth and Dhana are two concrete initiatives of the Holos Global
System (www.unigov.org) wider programme, by which it will be possible to have
more energy, water, food, health, information, wealth, justice and peace for all the
inhabitants of the planet. To realize this programme, considerable monetary and
financial means, without planning any return for those who have lent them. A
summury of Holos Global System is published on www.hgsweb.org.
Enter the Republic of the Earth and ask for Dhana as means of payment. It’s
the only way to survive and create your future.
To join the Republic of the Earth and ask for the allotment of one hundred of Dhana,
it’s sufficient to fill in and send the participation form from www.asmad.org.
Promote, if you can, the Holos Global System programme. It will be demanding and
for a few years you will have to run, but it’s worth, for you and for everybody.
To take part in the Holos Global System programme, it’s sufficient to fill in the
application on www.projeos.org.
Republic of the Earth, Dhana and Holos Global System are real and concrete
initiatives that start from the bottom, from people, not certainly from the elite. They
are initiatives studied and offered by honest people, who have the only purpose to
improve the conditions of humanity and of the entire planet, without claiming
supremacies and without planning personal advantages. They do it only because
they feel the obligation to do it for the good of all.
Thank you for the attention.
Thursday, 6th August 2009.
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